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MAPPING OBSERVEIT TO PHIPA 
COMPLIANCE 

Regulations like PHIPA are designed to ensure that you are always protecting your patient’s data in the best possible 

way and making sure that it is never accessed by the wrong people. But, dealing with the complicated and tedious 

requirements of these compliance laws can reduce the progress of your IT team. 

ObserveIT helps you maintain compliance with PHIPA and other regulations by offering complete user activity 

monitoring to monitor and safeguard all of the patient health information you are entrusted with. Audits are made 

simpler with monitoring that covers actual user activity, not just the resulting effect to apps and data. With ObserveIT 

you can be sure that you are staying compliant while also growing your business. Here’s how ObserveIT’s user activity 

monitoring addresses specific PHIPA compliance regulations. 

“C. 3, SCHED. A, S. 12 (1) – SECURITY” 

ObserveIT ensures that personal health information is protected against theft, loss and unauthorized use or 

disclosure by monitoring and recording every user action. You can know exactly what users do; what applications 

they launch, what files they access, and what actions they take. This helps protect against any unauthorized copying, 

modification or disposal of health records. Compliance will know you took all reasonable steps to prevent breaches 

with real-time user activity analytics and immediate notifications on suspicious actions. 

“C. 3, SCHED. A, S. 60 (2) – CONDUCTING A REVIEW” 

With ObserveIT, you can provide compliance commissioners with pre-built and customized audit reports to make 

their review process easier. With automated reports, your IT team will spend less time preparing for reviews. 

ObserveIT creates a compliance audit log in every application your users are accessing, regardless of that 

application’s origin. This ensures that you are covering every application, from day one. No missing or incomplete 

information will come up during any compliance audit. 

“C. 3, SCHED. A, S. 60 (8) – OBLIGATION TO ASSIST” 

Fulfilling your compliance obligations is simple with ObserveIT’s customized reports, textual summaries and full 

video replays. Any data or records ObserveIT creates can be automatically sent to commissioners – in readable form 

or otherwise – without any additional work from your team. All data you store for compliance and for your own 

security needs is secured in a SQL database, making sure ObserveIT also follows your database security protocols. 
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ABOUT THE COMPANY 

ObserveIT is the world’s leading provider of user activity monitoring. Founded in 2006, the company has grown 

exponentially in the past eight years (3500% in past five years). ObserveIT provides user-centric security solutions to 

more than 1,200 customers in over 70 countries. AIG, ING, Toshiba, Xerox, Coca-Cola, and Samsung are just a few of 

the companies that use ObserveIT to protect their users, sensitive information and meet compliance mandates.  

ObserveIT partners with the world’s leading technologies companies include Citrix, CA and IBM. ObserveIT is 

headquartered in Boston, MA with R&D in Tel Aviv, Israel. 

OUR SOLUTION 

ObserveIT is a pioneer in user activity monitoring, and the only company that provides tailored analytics, alerting 

and bullet-proof visual forensics to effectively address the growing risk of user-based threats. With a completely 

software-based solution, ObserveIT provides instant value by allowing companies to follow users across any system 

and records every action, keystroke, application or file they access.  By alerting companies to suspicious behavior in 

real-time – and providing forensic evidence on exactly what happened – ObserveIT is uniquely able to help 

companies prevent the loss of sensitive corporate and customer information, and also satisfies PCI, HIPAA, SOX, and 

ISO compliance regulations in minutes.  

HOW IT WORKS  

ObserveIT provides screen-recording technology to capture all user behavior, regardless of the environment. Beyond 

providing video-like playback of all user activity, ObserveIT turns these video recordings into User Activity Logs that 

can be easily searched, analyzed, audited and acted upon. Real-time alerts based on user actions inform 

administrators about suspicious and unusual activity, to operationalize forensic analysis and enable early detection 

and mitigation. ObserveIT provides a complete user-centric security solution that is easily integrates into existing 

security architectures.  

A SELECTION OF OBSERVEIT CUSTOMERS 

70+ countries 

1,200+ customers 

96% renewal rate 

 


